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Volume LXVIII THURSDAY, APRIL 17, 1969 
Showboat~ 2 Bands Success for 'Campus Chest'? 
Spice Prom Weekend Hope Held in Second Week 
T 0 Be H e I d May 2 By CAROL MARTIN tractor won by default and resorted After the light show, everyone 
On May 2, at the General Wash-
ington Country Club, the seniors 
will hold their annual gala, the 
Senior Prom. From 9 :00 p.m. to 
1 :00 a.m., couples may fox trot 
and cha-cha to the tunes of the 
The Junior class is sponsoring the 
second half of the Junior-Senior 
Weekend. On May 3, from 7:30 
p.m. to 11 :00 p.m., hopefully one 
hundred-fifty couples will stroll 
around the decks of a quaint paddle-
wheel showboat which will leave 
from the Philadelphia Harbor 
Tour's Port. Couples may dance to 
Joey Robert~ Band. They may also 
jerk and blow their minds with the 
beat and the loud amps of the 
Hunks of Funk. the music of a rock band and wet 
their whistles, as the ship paddles This year every attempt has been down the river. 
made to make this Senior Prom a 
successful one. Two bands, a rock 
and a dance band, will play at the 
Prom to provide a variety of styles 
of music. Although this is a prom 
and one should wear a gown, girls 
may wear short dresses. Besides 
the usual dancing and the selecting 
of a Prom Queen, the new members 
of the Club and Key may be initiat-
ed. 
The Showboat, which is a big in-
vestment for the Junior class, will 
take the place of their concert. For 
the last two years, this enterprise 
has not been undertaken. Tickets, 
at the nominal fee of $6.00 per 
couple, will be on s'clle in the future. 
Transportation will be supplied go-
ing to and from the port. 
The Campus Chest fund raising to giving rides to various bystand- retired for a quiet evening at home 
drive for the benefit of Biafra and ers in order to put some money with Davy Crockett, king of the 
Melmark School will be successful into the Campus Chest till. wild frontier-a flip flick, and Fel-
in spite of many unforeseen diffi- Oz Concert Flops lini's Juliet of the Spirits. 
culties. Mr. Melvyn Ehrlich and The Oz Concert on Thursday also 
Mrs. Annette Lucas explained these ran into problems because it turned 
early miscalculations as "there's out the Oz group has broken up. 
too much going on at once: The The substitute band with its Janis 
students' participation is too spread J oplinesque lead singer and light 
out. There's fraternity rushing, show was one of the best groups 
the spring pl'clY, Scott Pierce con- we've had on campus ... too bad 
cert, Meistersingers' tour-all mak- no one was there to hear them. 
ing demands on students at the The meager turn out for this main 
same time." They felt, however, attraction was very disappointing 
that with a good return on the especially to Don Bartell and Barb 
Student-Faculty Show, the Campus Laughlin, the co-chairmen of Cam-
Chest will be a success. pus Chest. "We had a free show 
It is hoped that this year's drive and still lost money. How do you 
will surpass the $24,000 raised last do that?" The males in the audi-
year. ence perked up when the second 
attraction, the all girl band, finally 
strayed in around 10:15. Some days 
it doesn't pay to get up in the 
morning right, Don? 
Photo by Tighe 
Mrs. Annette Lucas 
The Senior Prom is just as good Come and spend a romantic eve- ... __ -:: 
Optimism returned on Friday 
with Fast Day. Only sixteen people 
ate lunch which meant 50c for each 
person kind enough to endure 
growling stomachs for an after-
noon. Perhaps this served to re-
mind some of the hungry children 
of Biafra we are trying to help. 
Saturday's Road Rally brought 
out the A. J. Foyt in a few UC 
students; especially Tom Nichol and 
Carl Bronitsky who came in first; 
Casey Carson, Cathy Powell and 
Barb Wright who finished second; 
and Tom Fitzsimons and R. Polefka 
who were third. They were rewarrl-
ed for their hard driving efforts 
with trophies. 
or maybe even better than any I.F. ning peacefully sailing down the old 
party. Admission is free. river. 
Vandals H it WiLkinson, 
Campus Lights Smashed; 
Emig Decries VandaLism 
Campus complacency was 
shattered early Saturday 
morning by a series of wan-
tonly destructive acts by a 
small group of as yet unknown 
persons. The damage, which 
included the destruction of 
furniture and overturning of 
chairs in Wilkinson Lounge, 
breakage of a light standard 
at Omwake, smashing of the 
light globe at the front steps 
investigating the destruction. "Un-
fortunately," he continued, "this is 
going to have a very adverse ef-
fect on our newly-formed drinking 
laws. This is the kind of destruc-
tion by one or two irresponsible 
people that the Administration and 
the Board have pointed to in the 
past when they have opposed stu-
dent requests for liberalized drink-
ing rules in the past. Why should 
they stop now?" 
"This is an open is ue; no one 
has tried to hide it. I only hope 
Plwto by Gra)' 
This damaged reading chair in Wilkinson Lounge is indicative of the 
wave of vandalism and destruction which swept the Ursinus campus 
during the pre-dawn hours of Saturday, April 12. The culprit, or group 
of culprits, ha\'e not as yet been apprehended. 
of Pfahler Hall, and damage to 
a goal post, is believed to have 
occurred between 2 :00 and 
8:00 a.m. 
The Weekly contacted John Emig, 
president of the USGA, and asked 
his reaction to these acts of de-
struction. He said that both the 
administration and the USGA are 
that we can find those responsible 
" 
Mr. Richter was unavailable for 
comment at the time of publication 
of the Weekly. It is believed that 
Richard J. Whatley, Dean of Men, 
left fol,' a conference in New Or-
leans, La., late Saturday afternoon, 
and was also unavailable for his 
comments. 
(See Alan Gold's editorial on pp. 2) 
Room Cleaning??? 
Friday afternoon saw some love-
ly Ursinus ladies running around 
the boys' dorms, legally even!!! 
They were there to clean l:ooms for 
a small donation of 25c towards 
Campus Chest. A quarter for "fe-
male services rendered" is pretty 
Photo by Stiles cheap, eh fellas? 
Mr. MelYyn Ehrlich That night the Light Show 
-
On Wednesday the drive got off 
to a rousing start as only one fac-
ulty member showed up for the 
Vehicle Race. Dr. Lewis and his 
Pre - Registration 
The two week Pre-registra-
tion period for the 1969-1970 
academic year will open on 
Monday, April 21, and con-
tinue till Friday, May 2. Dur-
ing this time, all current 
Freshmen, Sophomores, and 
Juniors must arrange to see 
their advisors and schedule 
classes for the coming year. 
turned out to be not much light but 
a lot of action. The professional 
light show's specialist from Read-
ing arrived on the scene but with 
none of the promised strobes or 
light organ. However, Greg Epler 
did an excellent last minute im-
provization that saved the evening. 
The fraternity pledges, half-crazed 
from pledging, it seemed, stormed 
the stage as planned and provided 
some spicy action to say the least. 
The live band, movies, slides, and 
pledges in costumes made a real 
happening type show. Management 
not responsible for any blown 
minds. 
Faculty Cops Bowl Win 
Ursinus' own college bowl result-
ed in an upset victory. The faculty 
won for the first time in three years. 
So who needs a doctorate? Willis 
Frick, Alan Miller and Diane Leiby 
were the losers and Dr. Howard, 
Miss Cope, and Dr. Byerly, the 
victors. 
Frankenstein stalked the halls of 
Wismer as our local brand of Doub-
le Chiller theater caused a few 
goose pimples and many laughs. 
The local UC monsters scheduled 
for ghoulish goings on, however, 
remained in their coffins buried in 
Bomberger basement. 
Sunday afternoon a different kind 
of monster was starred in "The 
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 1) 
Students are urged to reg-
ister during the first week, if 
possible in order to avoid a 
last minute rush. Copies of 
next year's class schedule 
will be available fl'om the ad-
visors or in the Dean's Office 
on April 18. During this per-
iod, it is also possible to make 
a change of major without 
fee. 
Chapter Scholars Named; 
To Be reted At Dinner 
All qualified Freshmen and 
Sophomores are urged to con-
sider the College Scholars 
Program. The Senior Sym-
posium is open to all prospec-
tive Seniors. 
"Temps" Return 
The following outstanding seniors 
have been elected C HAP T E R 
SCHOLARS by The Chapter, an 
association of Ursinus faculty 
members who hold Phi Beta Kappa 
keys. 
Recognition as a Chapter Scholar 
recognizes intellectual breadth as 
well as depth. These seniors will 
be honored at a dinner given in 
the President's Dining Room in 
Wismer Hall on May 6, 1969. The 
speaker who will deliver the lecture 
open to all the Ursinus community 
will be Dr. Cyrus Gordon of Bran-
deis University, a distinguished 
archaeologist. He will speak on 
his recent work in South America. 
The seniors include: Barbara 
Lewis, Spanish; Joanne Tyson, 
Mathematics; John Davis, Jr., Eco-
nomics; Allan Walstad, Physics; 
John Corbin, Psychology; Willis 
Fric~, Jr., Chemistry; Paul Sautter, 
PhYSICS; Tom P. Lapsa, Biology; 
Janet Houska, Spani h; Roberta 
Estes, History; Allen G. Miller, 
Political Science; Robert Robinson 
History; John Picconi, Politicai 
Science; Linda Richtmyre, English; 
T T L·' II Mrs. Barbara Bray, Psychology; o rave In WRUC Additions and Judy Schneider, English. 
"Travel in' II" is the name of this Blood 
year's Scott Pierce Concert. Pro- Ursinus now has two free form Res It 
ceeds from this concert will go to radio shows. The newest show is U S 
the Scott Pierce Memorial Fund. called "Through the Looking 
This year's concert will be held on Glass," and is aired on WRUC on 
May 14th at 8:00 in Wismer Hall Sundays between 3:00 and 4:30. 
in a night club atmosphere. This show features a mixed bag, 
"Travelin' II" will feature the but concentrates mainly on folk 
"Return of the Temptations," Sandi music and rock. Announcers for 
Smith, Jane Tomlinson, modern "Through the Looking Glass" are 
dances by Donna Hadnagy and Cin- Mike Stoner and Ken Park. 
dy Myel', an original song by Randy "Fresh Air" airs two nights 
Clouser, and Gene Robbins. There weekly on Thursdays and Tuesdays 
will also be a rock and roll group from 9:00 to 10:00. "Fresh Air" 
performing as well as several folk features folk (?) music only; an-
acts. nouncers are Pam and Tina. 
Ursinus College students and 
faculty members tUl'ned out in full 
force in response to the recent 
Bleed-In. 
Everett M. Bailey reported that 
117 pints of blood were donated, 17 
in excess of the college's actual 
quota, and another 26 potential 
donors were turned away at the end 
of the day. 
Bailey lauded the students for 
their support of this second annual 
Bloodmobile visit to the campus. 
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ALAN C. GOLD .. oeDS: The Gerson Brothers 
By JON WEAVER Weekend Vandalism 
In the early morning hours of Saturday, April 12, some-
one or some group of individuals (perhaps students) rav-
aged several of the buildings on the Ursinus College campus. 
Systematically, they roamed from one building to the next, 
committing sundry acts of vandalism and destruction to col-
lege property. By the time the college community awakened, 
the culprits had disappeared-leaving only the havoc which 
they wreaked as a tribute to their pre-dawn activities. 
When a sked why they rated the 
first interview of this new feature 
column, Ben and Dave Gerson re-
plied respectively that they were 
the most liked, and most envied 
people on campus. The latter is 
probably closest to I;leing correct. 
The name Gerson evokes on this 
campus rather indefinite, displaced 
feelings of hostility. The brothers' 
apartness from other students 
keeps their image enigmatic, and 
their effect very real. They are a 
force that is felt, but unexplained. 
this Ben added, "And if we weren't 
roommates we'd each have a sin-
gle-down in the basement--with 
the rats." Considering the Gerson 
charisma, some may say that it is 
fit company either way. 
Advantages of Ursinus 
Despite their brotherly closeness, 
the Gersons are split on a number 
of issues, one of the more promi-
nent of which is Ursinus CoUege. 
Ben claims to have foUowed his 
brother who foUowed a girl here, 
and is less enthusiastic about the 
school than Dave. Dave explained 
that in fact, he had chosen Ursinus 
because of its proximity to cities 
without being in one. He enjoys 
the sunlight, the air, and the quie-
tude. "Things out here are calm 
and peaceful. If you want to have 
a good time, you take a quick run 
into PhiUy, New York, right down 
to Washington, you got aU the good 
times you need." Ben, although he 
too leaves campus for his weekends, 
finds the social life on campus less 
than desirable. The crux of his 
complaint lies in the lack of di-
versity, the fact that there are only 
800 faces present. 
asked if he approved of pre-mari-
tal sex, Dave showed some qualms 
about incest, but was enthusiastic 
about other heterosexual relation-
ships. "Premarital sex is neces-
sary. As long as both parties 
agree, and there are no false pre"-
tens.ions, as long as both people 
realIze what they are doing at the 
time they are doing it then it 
is one hell of a beautif~l thing." 
This drew a response of "Yeah, it's 
beautiful," from Ben who elabor-
ated, "I believe in premarital sex." 
The basically selfish attitude of 
both was evident in Dave's later 
comment, "If you happen to satisfy 
the other person at the same time, 
fine." 
Acts of vandalism such as those committed last Satur-
day are, at the very least, deplorable. If responsibility for 
this vandalism rests, in fact, upon a group of Ursinus stu-
dents, the offense is even more despicable, for college students 
should be mature and sensible enough to have respect for 
the property of their own school. 
There can be no excuse for the willful destruction of col-
lege property. In the event that the culprits are Ursinus 
students, the Weekly urges that stern measures be taken 
against them, when and if they are apprehended. It is the 
duty of the administration in this instance to display to the 
college community that behavior resulting in damage or de-
struction to Ursinus property will not be tolerated. 
Despite the deplorable nature of the occurrence last Sat-
urday, however, it is important to remember that the acts 
committed represent the deviant behavior of only a few in- Brother Dave 
dividuals, and are in no way typical of the behavior of most I th' I f 
n elr room, a spare y ur-
students at Ursinus College. The actions of a few should "nished but cluttered double with 
not be allowed to reflect unfavorably on the level of maturity blank waUs, the Gersons consented 
. .. to their first comments for the 
and responsIbIlIty of the student body as a whole. Hence, Weekly as a favor to its new edi-
last Saturday's incident should not serve to nullify all of the tor; Dave, in characteristic T-shirt, 
progress which has been made by organizations such as the B~n in characte.ristic dress-shirt, 
WIth loosened tIe and open top 
USGA and SF ARC in the continuing attempts to increase button. The brothers adjourned to 
student freedom on the Ursinus campus. Indeed, most of the their badly made beds, the spread 
students at Ursinus can ably assume the burden of responsi- of one representing a boat, the 
b'l' th t .. d t d f d Th other a sports car, and spoke from I Ity ~ accompames InCreaSe ?? ent. ree om. e there for the rest of the evening. 
Weekly SIncerely hopes that the admimstratIOn and the Board The interview was dominated by 
of Directors of the College will not be blinded by the im.med- voluminous commentary from Dave, 
iacy of the irresponsible acts that occurred recently, and that who fondled a shoehorn topped by 
the course of necessary and justifiable reform will not be im~ a horsehe.ad thoro~g~bred, but the 
. .. . .. conversatIOn was slgmficantly punc-peded by the ImpulSIve actIons of a few IndIVIduals. tuated with the quips and opinions 
Fate of PHEAA 
There is currently a bill in the state legislature at Har-
risburg designed to abolish the Pennsylvania Higher Educa-
tion Assistance Agency (PHEAA) Scholarship Program, and 
replace it with an expanded loan program. Thousands of 
worthy students in Pennsylvania benefit greatly from the 
scholarship program, and the abolition of this program would 
seriously jeopardize the prospects of a continued college edu-
cation for many of these students. At Ursinus College, 230 
students-nearly one-third of all the Pennsylvania residents 
attending the college-are receiving scholarship assistance 
from PHEAA. 
If the state scholarship program is abolished, a massive 
emigration of college students from the private institutions 
to the less-expensive state colleges and universities will nec-
essarily ensue. Aside from limiting private institutions 
largely to affluent students, this rapid increase in the enroll-
ments of the state colleges and universities will undoubtedly 
cost the state government more money (for additional facili-
ties and expanded faculties at the public institutions) than 
the current PHEAA scholarship program expends. More-
over, an expanded loan program is not a genuine solution to 
the problem. Such a program would necessitate that stu-
dents incur a totally unreasonable level of indebtedness dur-
ing their college years. Evidently, the state legislators who 
are supporting the abolition of the PHEAA program are eith-
er unwilling to accept or entirely unaware of these facts. 
It is the obligation of every student who is receiving 
scholarship assistance from PHEAA (and any other con~ 
cerned students) to contact his state senator and representa-
tive, and register his opposition to the elimination of the 
state scholarship program. If you do not know the names 
and addresses of your senator and representative, please do 
not hesitate to see Mr. Switzer in the Financial Aid Office. 
Remember, the abolition of the PHEAA scholarship program 
could drastically affect your financial ability to remain in col-
lege. Isn't that worth taking a few minutes of your time to 
write a letter to your representatives in Harrisburg? 
of Ben. 
Best Liked or Most Hated? 
Although Ben did not elaborate 
on his contention that the brothers 
are the best liked people on campus, 
Dave was specific in his charge of 
envy. He feels that he and his 
brother do those things which oth-
ers only wish they could do and are 
hence subject to general envy. He 
was reticent to speak of the envy 
turning to hostility, and when 
pressed on the question of just 
what the attitude toward him was, 
replied "Oh, it doesn't matter at 
all to me what they fee!!" 
This statement seems to be in-
dicative of the life outlook of the 
Gersons as propounded through the 
rest of the interview. Their basic 
tenets are selfishness and hedonism, 
applied in aU facets of their life. 
Dave typified this in his statement: 
"One should be selfish in the pur-
suit of happiness," and both broth-
ers are pursuing happiness as the 
goals of their lives. Ah, men of 
much and mighty conscience! 
Ben and Dave in contrast to their 
selfishness, show strong family ties 
in the nature of Dave's statement 
"We are brothers and more than 
brothers we are best friends." To 
FIFTH AND MAIN 
SITNOCO 
Service Station 
LEONARD'S 
Men's and Prep Shop 
Park-Ridge Shopping Center 
Trooper 
Complete Line of Men's, Boys' 
aDd Formal Wear 
War and the Draft 
The differences of Gersons were 
evident in their views on war and 
draft. Dave feels that we have no 
business in Vietnam, and should get 
out. He would, however, go if 
drafted because it would be easier 
than running. Ben said, "I don't 
think I could kill anyone, not even 
He advocates great changes of 
college rules on drinking and open 
dorms. He is in favor of 24-hour 
visitation of women in men's dorms 
on the basis that present rules lead 
to great expenditure toward the 
same end, and legal drinking for 
anyone over 21. "Rules will not 
change the morals of the stUdents," 
he said. "There are definitely too 
many rules around here, and a lot 
of them are unenforceable, and why 
have rules which are flagrantly 
broken? It just undermines any 
respect, if there is any, for what 
little authority there is." 
\ 
Dave, however, disapproves of 
any change in such rules, and of aU 
who would advocate such change. 
He cited the fact that this is a 
private institution, and therefore 
liable for any harm done. He ex-
pressed the opinion that those who 
would change things here knew 
what they were getting into, and 
should not have come if it is not 
what they wanted. 
Academic Views . . . 
As to the academic facility of 
the school, they disagreed only in 
degree. Dave said, "I came here 
to get an academic education, and 
it's (the school) doing a beautiful 
job." Ben would go no farther 
than to say it was all right. 
. . . And Sex Life 
A great part of the Gerson rep-
utation lies in their sex life. When 
Brother Ben 
to save my own life. I am not at 
aU sure that I would be able to go 
to Vietnam as a soldier." 
On life in general, they empha-
size the pursuit of pleasure. Ben 
said, "Summertime is a state of 
mind." Dave had said earlier, "I 
consider myself thoroughly cap-
able of anything." They claim 
their superiority as fact. "It's not 
so much our superiority as other 
people's inferiority."-Dave. 
Thus are the notorious Gersons, 
concerned entirely with their own 
happiness and leaving the rest of 
the world, suffering at its own de-
vices to find itself. 
ALAN C. GOLD 
An Editorial of Sorts 
It is traditional at this time of 
the year that the new Editor-in-
Chief of the Weekly writes his in-
itial editorial. Fortunately, there 
are more pressing and more signif-
icant matters of concern which 
prevent my traditional statement 
of purpose from appearing in the 
usual "Editorial" column, for it is 
a sure sign of unawareness when 
priority must be given to an Edi-
tor's hackneyed witticisms. 
I do not intend to present a 
harangue on why students should 
not be apathetic toward the Weekly 
or why the Weekly will be so much 
better than in the past. Nearly ev-
ery new Editor-in-Chief devotes 
himself to these futile efforts in 
his initial editorial. As the last of 
Herb Smith's proteges remaining 
on the Weekly staff, I have learned 
to do otherwise. I intend to let 
the newspaper speak for itself. 
I would like to point out the ap-
pearance of the first "Focus" col-
umn in this issue. "Focus" will ap-
pear as a regular feature article, 
highlighting the personality of one 
very interesting Ursinus student in 
each issue. The current "Focus" 
is based on an in-depth interview 
with Dave and Ben Gerson, and re-
veals many of their attitudes and 
impressions of Ursinus, their world 
and the people in it, and them-
selves. It should undoubtedly pro-
vide some insight into why the Ger-
son Brothers are the Gerson Broth-
ers. 
I would appreciate hearing from 
you, if you particularly like or dis-
like something that appears in the 
Weekly. If you are interested in 
writing for the newspaper, I am 
certain that we can utilize your 
talents. If you are not motivated 
in either of these directions, may I 
at least invite you to read the 
Weekly. As an Editor, this is all 
I alk. 
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IN MY OPINION • • • • 
"The Day They Liberated 
The Washroom" 
Sit-ins at Penn and at Princeton, the AP got a shot of this repre-
terrorist bombings at San Francis- sentative in the rhododendron bush-
co State College, protests at Cor- es by Fowler Hall. Now that's hu-
nell, Yale, Duke, Brandeis, Colum- miliation, and that spells success 
bia, Notre Dame, Berkeley, the for us. 
University of Wisconsin, etc., etc., Q. You mean you've occupied all 
etc. Had enough? So have I, and the lavatories on campus? 
so have many other people whom I 
consider to be more liberal-minded A .. Right. We've even liberated 
and tolerant than I. Peaceful dem- PreSIdent Haller's personal wash-
onstrations with legitimate goals ro?m and are even now us~ng his 
and aims (e.g., the admittance of i prIvate stoc~ of soap and tOIlet J?a-
increased numbers of black stu- ' per, symbolic of the proletariat 
dents, as was discussed in my last ~hrow!n~ off the bonds of capitalist 
column) have been increasingly Imperialism. 
supplanted by anarchic rioting and Q. What are your demands? 
destruction and revolution for A. Let's see. We already have a 
revolution's sake. Life magazine Black Studies program here at the 
reports that "at Berkeley, when university and have taken sex, pot, 
the administration announced ac- drugs, and booze out of the forests, 
ceptance of the Black Studies the dingy basements, the bars and 
program the Student Third World cheap hotels and put them back in-
Liberation Front had been strik- to the dormitory, where they be-
ing for, the student front pro- long. In this particular crusade we 
nounced itself supremely un inter- have 4201 demands, chief among 
ested, and switched to demands for them being: (a) the university 
a Black-Latino-Amero-Asian-Amer- must relinquish all stockholdings in 
ican Indian Studies program in- GUM Dental Supply Co., which 
stead. When the president of City buys its roller machines from 
College of New York emerged from Flint Roller Incorporated which 
the administration building, to an- uses machines with industrial dia-
nounce to 100 Negro and Puerto mond bearings from racist South 
Rican students 'affirmative answers Africa. By protesting this imper-
to all their demands,' they barreled ialist stockholding, we aim to apply 
past him without listening, kicked direct economic pressure on that 
in the door of his office, and spent nation. Our best protest sign 
several hours littering the carpeted painter is a bag and refused to 
floor with cigarette butts and sam- paint anymore unless we demanded 
pling his office liquor supply." I carrots in the cafeteria, which ex-
hate to use cliches (especially plains that one. General amnesty 
cliches used by older generation is standard. 
pessimists) but "where will it all Q. There's been a great deal of 
end 1" I speculate on that question controversy about the destruction 
in the following "interview": and the lack of popular support for 
Scene: One of the larger lava- the liberation. Indeed, a poll taken 
tories of one of the larger universl- of the 27,000 students not taking 
ties in the U. S. The titled cubicle part in the demonstration indicated 
is crammed with student activists, that 99 percent were rather dis-
and thick smoke is cut by powerful turbed by the disruption of, shall 
TV lights. An interviewer s'tands we say, normal operations. 
by a porcelain sink with the student A. The fascists, grown fat with 
leader of the revolt. capitalist luxuries, have forgotten 
Q. This is, of course, the very 
first "lavatory liberation" in the 
history of student revolution. 
Would you give us some insight 
into the thinking behind and plan-
ning that lead to this history-mak-
ing event. 
A. Sure. As you well know, 
we've liberated gymnasiums, ad-
ministration buildings, libraries, 
halls of science, dairy barns and 
sundry other places where dirty 
fascist pigs chance to congregate. 
We felt it was time for something 
new, something really nasty. We've 
hit them right where it hurts most, 
baby, right in the old porcelain 
breadbasket. Our demands must be 
met, or they don't ---
Q. Ah, remember, we're on TV. 
A. Well to give you an example, 
an agent for fascist Dow showed 
up here on campus yesterday, and 
all the johns were liberated, and 
nature called. And some guy from 
how to sacrifice. 
Q. And what about the police, 
they're certainly not going to tol-
erate all this. 
A. You're getting a little up-
tight, aren't you! Listen, the po-
liceman's right to swing those filthy 
arms of his ends where my nose be-
gins. It's one of my civil rights, 
friend. 
Q. SO you don't think that 
breaking the law, violating school 
rules, tying up the operation of an 
entire university, and denying the 
right of free speech and other civil 
liberties is wrong? 
A. To hell with the law, school 
rules, the university, civil rights. 
When you know you're right, you 
can do anything you want to do to 
further the cause. This is war, 
baby. Now get out of here, before 
I have my girl friend punch you in 
the head. 
PAUL SAUTTER 
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THE MONTCO MARCHING WHEELS, a team of physically handi-
capped young men, took on the Ursinus College Varsity Club as part 
of a charity doubleheader on Tuesday, April 15, at 8 p.m. in the Ur-
sinus College Gymnasium. The Press-Radio "Old Stars" opposed the 
college faculty in the 7 p.m. opener. All proceeds will be divided be-
tween the college Campus Chest drive and the March of Dimes. 
EXCHANGE COLUMN 
To Thrive On Rice 
Due to recent reaction con-
cerning my "draft" column, I 
will not be printing the second 
installment. If you are inter-
ested in securing a C. O. stat-
us, you can visit me anytime 
and borrow material concern-
ing the process. As a public 
service to those objecting to 
"negative" attitudes concern~ 
ing the draft, I am printing 
this column from the Libera-
tion News Service. I hope you 
will profit from it. 
I think that as the country falls 
into repression, the radicals hit the 
barricades, and the heads head for 
the mountains, eating will become 
the first thing on people's minds-
that is, those minds which aren't 
already accustomed to thinking of 
food first. The blacks will survive 
the best. The heads may learn to 
cook and eat that which grows 
around them. We who do the fight-
ing can't expect it to be over in a 
month. Thinking concretely, one 
can see that to win, our healthy 
minds will need healthy bodies. 
Rice has been the backbone of 
Asia for a very long time. The 
longest continuous civilization in 
the history of man thriverl and still 
does, on rice. The only people to 
push back the Mongol hordes suc-
cessfully thrived on rice. The only 
country to drive into frustration 
and desperation the most powerful 
imperialist force in the world, 
thrives on rice. 
Rice grows silently on hilltops 
which reflect the sky between the 
long thin reeds and pass into the 
plants the indestructability of 
clouds, which nothing can disperse 
and keep from re-establishing. 
According to a good friend of 
mine in Texas, who is an expert 
cook of Chinese food, the function 
of plain white rice is to "rinse" the 
mouth between each bite of the 
specific dish, so that the flavor of 
each of the separate items in the 
dish remains intact and makes each 
mouthful different and yet as clear 
tasting as the first. For this rea-
son, the topping should not be 
mixed with the rice, but rather 
should be allowed to rest on top of 
it, so that the rice stays fresh. 
The first thing to remember when 
using regular rice is that for every 
cup of raw rice you will receive 
three cups of cooked rice. One cup 
raw rice will general serve two 
hungry people very well. For rice 
as fresh as snow: 
1. Place 1 cup raw rice in a 
large enough pot and add 1 ~ to 
2 cups fresh boiling water and a 
pinch of salt. 
2. Cook covered over a low flame 
until all the liquid is absorbed 
(around 15-20 minutes.) Don't 
keep checking, because you don't 
want to lose the steam that collects. 
The lid should not be lifted until 
the very end. 
Plain like this, it goes well with 
almost anything you have on hand: 
creamed chicken soup, etc.; sauteed 
onions, mushrooms, tomatoes, cab-
bage, broccoli cooked in a little 
broth with left-over chicken, meat 
or fish, chunks of pineapple, peach-
es, or strawberries for a warm 
breakfast meal. Dreaming up new 
combinations can be satisfying, like 
writing poetry, but nothing can 
compare to the simplicity of a 
warm blue bowl of rice absorbing 
a yellow bit of butter, salt and 
pepper, and a dash of soy, with a 
cup of pale sweet tea on a rainy 
day. 
- Peace! 
P. S.-In an unparalleled display of 
justice, the Federal grand jury in-
vestigating the disorders in Chica-
go last August found exactly eight 
protest leaders and eight policemen 
guilty of the respective incendiary 
activities occuring at the event. 
DAVID SEARS 
IF Snagged In Red Tape 
Les Schnoll, director of the bank-
rupt Ursinus College Agency, may 
not have a hand in the Spring IF. 
Les is having problems getting 
money from the Ursin us Student 
Activities Committee to secure a 
group for Spring IF weekend. It 
seems that Dean Rothenberger who 
is in charge of the Student Activi-
ties funds, is reluctant to part with 
money for two weekends in a row. 
Dean Rothenberger has already 
disbursed funds for the Travelin' II 
program for the previous weekend. 
Although the committee has ap-
proximately $2,000, it may be that 
Dean Rothenberger feels that one 
weekend of entertainment is 
enough for Ursinus students. 
Les pointed out that other Ursin-
us extracurricular activities which 
affect or reach a smaller group 01 
students have had no problems get-
ting allotments of several hundred 
dollars. Prior Agency activities 
have been financed by loans from 
the various classes. Les proposed 
that either the student activities 
fee be increased by about $5.00 a 
year in order to create more funds 
for use of such organizations as 
the Agency, or the functions 
planned would be offered to the 
students free of charge. Dean 
Rothenberger did not approve of 
either idea. 
Les said that President Helffer-
ich may be able to allot some funds 
PAGE THREE 
WheeLchair BalL! 
A charity basketball doublehead-
er was held on April 15 at Ursinus 
for the benefi t of the March of 
Dimes and the Ursinus Campus 
Chest Drive. 
The revolutionary twinbill fea-
tured the Press-Radio "Old" Stars 
versus the Ursinus Faculty Club in 
the 7 p.m. opener and the Montco 
Marching Wheels versus the Ursin-
us College Varsity Club in a wheel-
chair game at 8 p.m. 
The event was sponsored by the 
Varsity Club. 
The Montco Marching Wheels are 
a team of physically handicapped 
young men who play in the Mid-At-
lantic Wheelchair Basketball league 
that schedules games from Boston 
to Richmond. This team is spon-
sored by the Montgomery County 
Chapter of the March of Dimes. 
Sportswriter Jack Smith is player-
coach of the Wheels. 
First Defeat? 
Dave Gillespie, Ursinus' all-area 
basketball player, is president of 
the Varsity Club and promised 
Smith an opposing team comprised 
of both men and women varsity 
athletes from the college. "Smith 
told me he would take me one-on-
one and shut me out," Gillespie 
said, "so I decided to recruit a 
team that would hand the Wheels 
their first exhibition defeat." (The 
final score was 82-78, favor of the 
Wheels.) 
The 6'3 senior from Catasauqua, 
Pa., was, naturally, wary of his 
shooting ability from the confines 
of a wheelchair. Smith confided to 
some sources that he expected Gil-
lespie to fall out of the chair. 
The Press-Radio "Old" Stars 
have a fluid roster that will prob-
ably be comprised of Buzz Allen 
and Bill South, WIFI-Radio; Jim 
Gauger and Phil Jasner, Norris-
town Times Herald; Bill Kelley, 
Montgomery Newspapers; Jack An-
drews, sports information director 
at Drexel, Ted Taylor, Director of 
Public Relations at Ursinus and 
official photographer Steve Ed-
dowes of the Philadelphia Inquirer. 
RASCALS CONCERT 
PHILADELPHIA ..... The Ras-
cals, who make a special one-night 
appearance Friday, April 25 at The 
Spectrum have won six Gold Rec-
ord awards since they formed their 
group almost four years ago. 
Gold Records are given when a 
single record sells more than one 
million copies. 
The Rascals' biggest hit was 
"Groovin," which was voted the top 
record of 1967 in the national trade 
polls. The other Gold Record 
awards were for: "Good Lovin''', 
"People Got to Be Free," "The 
Young Rascals," "Collections," and 
"Time/Peace." 
Currently, the Rascals best-sell-
ing record is called "Heaven." The 
group consists of guitarist and 
spokesman, Gene Cornish, drummer 
Dino Danelli, organist and singer 
Felix Cavaliere, and singer and per-
cussion man Eddie Brigati. 
This will be the group's first visit 
to the Spectrum at Broad St. and 
Pattison Ave. in South Philadel-
phia. Last summer, the Rascals 
drew a record crowd of 28,000 at 
adjacent John F. Kennedy Stadium 
during the Philadelphia Music Fes-
tival. 
for the Agency next year, but Les 
has the desire to put on a good 
show for this year's seniors at the 
Spring IF, but if he cannot acquire 
the funds with which to secure a 
decent group, the seniors will leave 
with the memory of a mediocre 
Spring IF in their minds. We wish 
Les good luck and offer him the 
free use of a pair of scissors made 
especially for cutting through red 
tape. 
GREG VANASSE 
PAGE FOUR 
Forum Features Fox 
Monsignor Robert J. Fox, the man who persuaded hordes of sub-
urbanites to come into New York City's slum area last year to clean 
and renovate more than 43 blocks, adell'essed the Ursinus College "For-
um" today at 10 a.m. in Bomberger Hall. His topic was, "Saturdays 
In Spring," the story of his current project in New York's inner city. 
Msgr. Fox is 38 years old. Born in the Bronx, he attended public 
schools there and then St. Columban pre-seminary in Silver Creek, 
New York and Cathedral College and St. Joseph's seminary in Dun-
woodie. He was ordained a priest in 1955 at St. Patrick's Cathedral. 
He obtained a master's degree in social work from Catholic University 
in Washington in 1958. At about 
the same time he learned Spanish 
and began to work very heavily 
with the Spanish-speaking people in LETTERS 
New York's inner city and in Puer- Dear Editor, 
to Rico. 
In addition to his church posi-
tions, Monsignor Fox for the past 
five years has been involved in non-
sectarian community action work in 
the New York City area. In 1964, 
on a pilot project basis, he began a 
creative, community action program 
called Summer in the City. It was 
so successful that the following year 
saw it expanded to 39 centers in the 
eight areas of densest poverty in 
Manhattan and the Bronx. 
To help people discover the tre-
mendous accomplishment of which 
they are capable and to help bridge 
the increasing gap between rich and 
poor, old and young, black and 
white, inner city and suburbia, Mon-
signor Fox and his associates or-
ganized the Thing in the Spring-
held last April 20. After two 
months of organizational work 
roughly 10,000 people in all, came 
together on April 20 for one-day, 
dramatic block renovations conduct-
ed on 43 blocks spread across the 
worst areas of the Lower East Side, 
Central Harlem, East Harlem, Man-
hattan's West Side and South and 
East Bronx. 
As a result of the tremendous 
response Monsignor Fox, in Sep-
tember, announced the formation 
of Full Circle Associates. Full Cir-
cle is a non-profit, non-sectarian 
membership corporation-an amal-
gamation of people of every race, 
class and creed, in New York and 
from towns from as far as 60 miles 
away in four states, all committed 
to the belief that in this time of 
violence and division it is man who 
can make the difference. 
Monsignor Fox, his work and his 
philosophy and insights into our 
urban crisis, have come to national 
attention. Articles on him and his 
programs have appeared in Life, 
Time, and Newsweek magazines and 
in the New York Times and the 
Christian Science Monitor. Esquire 
Magazine in its recent 35th anni-
versary issue declared him "one of 
the 27 men of this century worth 
saving!" 
It's amazing how strange one's 
own statements often sound when 
put into print by another! May I 
offer some refinements to an inter-
view with me that appeared in a 
recent Weekly on the subject of 
Phi Beta Kappa? 
First, a minor factual correction. 
It isn't the college faculty as a 
whole but its key-bearing members 
(now numbering just five at Ur-
sinus) organized into a club, to 
whom the United Chapters of Phi 
Beta Kappa may charter a chapter, 
provided the campus conditions are 
acceptable. 
N or do I like being on record 
sounding as though I had said that 
some of our former faculty key-
bearers were "undesirable." What 
I thought I was saying was rather 
that merely wearing a Phi Beta 
Kappa key doesn't necessarily make 
a person an ideal or permanent 
addition to a faculty. 
While I am at it, perhaps I may 
enlarge on my remarks on other 
matters. 
Obviously, if we could afford the 
salary scale (that is, the tuition 
rate!) of a Princeton or a Yale we 
could easily attract more Phi Beta 
Kappa key-wearers to our faculty. 
(They go for the folding green stuff 
as avidly as anybody else and stand 
a better chance of getting it.) But 
the absence of a key on one's tum-
my doesn't mean the individual is 
not as bright as someone else or 
didn't get good grades in college. A 
thing that is not generally under-
stood that the avowed purpose of 
Phi Beta Kappa is to foster the 
"breadless arts" and encourage 
those who excel specifically in them. 
It's one of the few rewards they'll 
get! This is why United Chapters 
look so askance at the chance of 
keys going to those brilliant ones 
concentrating on all-out preparation 
for a specific job, possibly at the 
expense of a broader selection of 
courses. If the "bread less" are 
adorned with a magic key that will 
get them more "bread" in compe-
tition with the more specially or-
iented "brains," then we have a 
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS 
1 TKOUQ-lf! "10,",0 yOU l30Y~ NO 
IN 1t-i' R.OOMf;. 
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Now that the clamorous happen-
ings of fraternity initiation have 
ended, the campus has settled down 
to its usual quiet tone. Probably 
a little too quiet for most people 
but the former pledges are wel-
coming the slowdown in pace. Sleep 
is one of the few things a pledge 
doesn't get. 
The independents probably won-
der what could motivate a person 
to go through such a thing as fra-
ternity initiation. Well, it seems 
that modern man in all his sup-
posed sophistication continues many 
"rites" practiced by hairy half-
apes who scrawled on cave walls. 
Consider the graffiti on Freeland 
Hall in this light. It has a low 
estimate of an organization that 
does not erect barriers to his en-
trance. At the same time such 
activities tend to prepare the in-
dividual for the organization. 
Some of the initiation activities 
are of great personal benefit to the 
pledges. For instance, during ini-
tiation the pledges discover new 
ways of attaining social poise. Al-
though, it might be pointed out that 
this is due to the loss of all social 
poise they previously possessed 
making a fool of themselves around 
campus. It does not take a very 
high degree of awareness to sense 
that there is something inane about 
Demas Pledges pose for a group 
picture with their Pledgemasters. 
The Pledgemasters are holding two 
paddles, traditional fraternity in-
struments of torture. 
pragmatic excuse for Phi Beta 
Kappa, though that isn't quite the 
way United Chapters like to think 
of it. 
Put it this way: Phi Beta Kappa 
doesn't discriminate against Phys. 
Ed., Ec. majors, Secondary Ed. ma-
jors Ol' even Pre-Medders, but rath-
er in favor of those who are pure 
Liberal Arts people per se. At 
University of Penna., for instance, 
only the College department boasts 
a chapter and not the School of 
Education or the Wharton School, 
and even Pre-Medders in the Col-
lege are usually passed over. I 
was myself, till I switched from 
Pre-Med. to Languages. 
Nowadays, in an age when not 
everyone in college can afford the 
luxury of not preparing ailigently 
for a specific job, this may have an 
carrying around a toilet seat. Many 
other aspects of initiation, such as 
the shining heads of ZX pledges, I 
seem to be in the same vein. 
And, believe it or not, the gen-
eral campus does receive some ben-
efit. The Hell week activities pro-
vide the student body with a little 
entertainment. Something a little 
removed from the ordinary at Ur-
sinus which must be the birthplace 
of the very ordinary. The enter-
tainment is close to the level of 
that provided at the Colosseum for 
the mobs; especially the sessions 
at Wismer Wall. The latest Ur-
sinus non-happening, the light 
show, was livened up a bit by the 
Greek pledges' 3-ring circus. May 
a curse of many short circuits be-
fall the light show man who failed 
to show! 
The fraternity initiation is made 
rather unbearable by the pledge-
master who at times acts like a 
Marquis de Sa de and an Army drill 
instructor rolled into one human 
package. He is probably selected 
by the fraternity brothers for his 
sadistic tendencies. One thing he 
does is introduce the pledges to 
new and unusual culinary delights 
such as goldfish, assorted season-
ings and what-the-hell-is-that. The 
what-the-hell-is-that type fare does 
seem to be the hardest on pledges. 
Some pledgemasters could be quite 
useful in the U. S. Army's Chemi-
cal Warfare Division. 
And who else but pledgemasters 
could think up events like molasses 
baths, mud baths or baths in the 
Perkiomen before memorial day. 
Also, it is the task of the pledge-
master to lead the pledges in a 
rigorous physical conditioning pro-
gram. However it does seem as if 
this program is aimed at physical 
exhaustion rather than physical 
health. 
But with Hell night the whole 
thing comes to an end, and not a 
moment too soon for the pledges. 
No matter what a person may 
think of the fraternity system he 
undemocratic ring, and it bothers 
me a little sometimes, too. For-
merly only sons of the Idle Rich 
could afford to go to college at all, 
and especially to dabble in "liberal 
arts." That word "liberal," inci-
dentally, comes from "libel'," mean-
ing "free," and described in ancient 
times the kind of education suitable 
for a free man, that is a wealthy 
one, not a slave or a laborer by the 
sweat of his brow. 
Not every college wants a chap-
ter, you know! Bryn Mawr, for 
instance, spurns the idea because 
only a limited number of the grad-
uating class may be awarded keys. 
So without a chapter we are still 
in eminent company! 
In my opinion, though, Ursinus is 
a far "better" college than some 
that do boast chapters, acquired 
ZX Pledges undergo their usual 
post lunchtime snack chewing 
tobacco. 
will have to admit that at least 
something out of the ordinary hap-
pened at Ursinus during the initia-
tions of the various fraternities. 
Oddly enough, after it was all over 
some of the pledges admitted to 
enjoying part of the initiation. This 
sounds strange but then nobody is 
denying it. 
BOB SWARR 
when the getting was easier. There 
is unfortunately no mechanism for 
taking away a chapter if a colJege's 
standards sag, and that is patently 
unfair, but it is one reason why 
United Chapters are so cagey about 
chartering a new chapter nowadays. 
But just remember that a Phi 
Beta Kappa key is not a gauge of 
brain-power so much as a badge of 
specific field of endeavor, in which 
of course the wearer must have 
excelled. However it is a nice 
item of window-dressing - some 
might call it snob-appeal - for a 
college to have a chapter on its 
campus as one attraction to pro. -
pective students. So I earnestly 
hope we can soon convince United 
Chapters that Ursinus deserves one, 
as I am convinced it does. If our 
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 5) 
FACULTY PORTRAIT: Mrs. Porilz 
Mrs. Deborah T. Poritz came to 
Ursinus College after spring vaca-
tion last year bringing with her a 
varied background achieved by a 
year at Bt'ooklyn College, followed 
by a year at Columbia University 
on a Woodrow Wilson scholarship, 
and finally Brandeis College where 
she completed her undergraduate 
studies and taught Freshman Com-
position. A Phi Beta Kappa key 
recipient, she is now preparing her 
doctorate dissertation on Haw-
thorne. Mrs. Poritz teaches Fresh-
man Composition and a literature 
survey course here. As both a 
member of Phi Beta Kappa and a 
new teacher at Ursinus, the Weekly 
was interested in Mrs. Poritz's im-
pressions of the college and its 
students. 
Weekly: What is your impression 
of the English Department and its 
curricula. Are there many limita-
tions placed on you as a teacher? 
Mrs. Poritz: There is very little 
limitation on the professors, and a 
fair variety in the offerings is 
given. The only problem which is 
typical of all colleges, and universi-
ties is the actual subject of English 
Composition. 
Weekly: What is your cpinion of 
the student body? 
Mrs. Poritz: I was pleasantly 
surprised. After teaching at Bran-
deis, I expected the students to be 
less intelligent and not as well pre-
pared. I have found that the stu-
dents here are less aware, possibly 
because they come from smaller 
towns and rural areas; they are less 
cosmopolitan. Their attitude is dif-
ferent--more vocationally oriented. 
Weekly: Have you any comments 
on the school as a whole? 
Mrs. Poritz: I like UI·sinus. 
Weekly: Could you di!'cuss the 
possibility of U rsinus l'(;ceiving a 
Phi Beta Kappa chartel'? 
Mrs. Poritz: Certainly. The Ad-
ministration would like to have a 
charter; however, Phi Beta Kappa 
has certain standards, and at the 
present time conditions for obtain-
ing a chapter are difficult. 
The members of the faculty who 
hold keys apply for the school, and 
there must be a minimum of fiv!:'. 
Ursinus has five and with the build-
ing of the new library, improved 
faculty salarie. , and programs such 
as the Senior Symposium and the 
College Scholars Program, we 
should stand a good chance. 
Weekly: Do social activitie' have 
any bearing on this? 
Mrs. Poritz: In the broade:t 
sense of student intere .. t in social 
activities such as drama, yes. 
Weekly: Why do you feel that it 
is important for Ursinus to have a 
Phi Bela Kappa chapter? 
Mrs. Poritz: It is my personal 
feeling that it is one (,f the f~\V 
really valid awal'ds that a college 
can be given. Phi Beta Kappa is 
interested in and indicates broad 
scholarship. In addition, it is of 
great value in getting into good 
graduate schools. 
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New 
Take 
Weekly Editors 
Over Positions 
At a recent meeting of the Board 
of Control of the Ursinus Weekly, 
Alan C. Gold, Editor-in-chief, an-
nounced his staff appointments for 
the upcoming publication year. 
The nominations of Mike Stoner, 
Ken Yorgey and Jon Weaver as the 
new editors 01 the Weekly were ap-
proved by the members of the 
Board of Control. 
Mike Stoner, class of 1972, who 
assumed the post of Fea ture editor, 
graduated from the Cedar Crest 
High School in Lebanon, Pennsyl-
vania and majors in English. 
Ken Yorgey, class of 1971, con-
tinues in his position as Sports 
editor. Ken, a day student, lives 
in Pottstown and graduated from 
Pottstown High School. Ken is 
majoring in English at Ursinus. 
Jon Weaver, the Weekly's recent-
ly acquired News editor, is a mem-
ber of the class of 1971 as an Eng-
lish major. Jon's hometown is Holy-
oke, Massachusetts, though he is a 
Meistersingers 
Present Concert 
In New York 
On Thursday, April 10, the Meis-
tersingers left fOL' Poughkeepsie, 
New York on their 14th annual 
concert tour. The group composed 
of 43 vocalists peLformed in four 
churches and presented an hour and 
thirty minute program entirely 
composed of religious music. Liv-
ing accommodations were provided 
for by the parish members of the 
churches visited. 
Photo by Gold 
Left to right: Mike Stoner, Ken 
Yorgey, Jon Weaver. 
g raduate of Sequoyah High School 
Doraville, Georgia. ' 
According to Alan Gold: "The 
s tudents appointed to the editol'ial 
board of the Weekly are all highly 
competent and responsible individ-
uals." Th is issue marks the begin-
ning of t he management of the 
Weekly under the new editor ial 
board. 
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UC Centennial Year Series 
Features WilliamF.Buckley 
As Commencement Speaker 
William F. Buckley, J r., editor- political conventions, with Gore 
in-chief of the National Review and Vidal, was considered, by many, as 
nationall y syndicated columnist will the high spot of the media conven-
be the Commencement speaker at tion coverage. He also hosts a 
Ursinus College on J une 9. weekly television show, Firing Line, 
As is the custom at Ursinus, Mr. on WOR-TV, New York. 
Buckley was selected by the stu- A native of New York City, Mr. 
dents, and his appea rance on the Buckley made an unsuccessful bid 
rostrum will begin a Centennial in tha t city's 1965 mayoralty race 
Year series featuring prominent on the Conservative Par ty t icket, 
speakers f rom varying fie lds of en- receiving 13.4 per cent of the vote. 
deavor. He has authored several books 
A gradua te of Yale University, and has had articles published in 
Mr. Buckley has received honorary most of the nation's leading maga-
degrees f rom Seton Hall and Niag- zines. 
ara un iversities. In 1966 he r eceived the Order of 
His syndicated column, "On The Lafayette F reedom Award and t he 
Right ," appears in over 200 neWS- I American J ewish League Aga inst 
papers across the country, and his Communism's George Sokolsky 
television commentary at the 1968 Award. He is a veteran of the U. S. 
Army, discharged with the rank of 
second lieutenant in 1946, and a for-
mer member of the faculty at Yale 
University. 
Centennial Speaker 
The 100th Anniversary Celebra-
tion will begin with a Libera l Ar ts 
seminar on June 6-7 and will con-
clude a t Commencement 1970 exer-
cises. 
Dr. Richard C. Winchester, '57, 
professor of History at Lincoln 
University, will chair the semina r. 
The Centen nial Year keynote is the 
quotation f rom Michael Fa raday 
engraved on the f ront of the col-
lege's P iahler Hall-"But still t ry, 
for who knows what is possible." 
Dr. Gustav A. Benrath, professor 
of theology a t Heidelberg Univers-
ity in Germany will be the speaker 
at the Centennial Yea r F ounders' 
Day convocation, Nov. 2, 1969. 
A book, The Centennial History 
of Ursinus College, by Dr. Calvin 
D. Yost, Jr., is scheduled f or release 
at the Founders' Day Convocation, 
as well. 
Additional Centennial speakers 
are currently being considered and 
will be made known as soon as firm 
commitments are made. 
Dedication of Library 
Dedication of the new library now 
under construction will be included 
in the Centennial celebration with a 
special convocation arranged to co-
incide with the conclusion of a sub-
stantial portion of the building. 
Special Centennial Medallions are 
being struck and will be presented 
to certain people for various ac-
complishments and contributions to 
the college. 
LETTERS 
The Meistersingers' first concert 
was given in Poughkeepsie, New 
York, on the evening of April 10. 
On Friday, April 11, they performed 
in Amesburg, Mass. The concerts 
Saturday and Sunday were given 
in Gardener and Saco, Maine, re-
spectively. The group left Saco, 
Maine by bus and returned to Col-
legeville on Monday, April 14. 
The 43 people shown above compose this year's Ursinus College Meistersingers. 
(Continued from Page 4, Col. 5) 
next president has a key to dangle 
it should make our effort in that 
direction infinitely easier. But he 
won't have one if he is a g raduate 
of a college without a chapter, be-
cause keys aren't awarded after 
graduation except on an honorary 
basis far more exacting than an 
honorary degree, and only after a 
lapse of a good many years of out-
standing achievement, and then 
only by the college where the man 
(or woman) in question is then 
serving. 
The Meistersingers are under the 
direction of Dr. William Philip, 
head of the Ursinus music depart-
ment. Student conductors are Toni 
Potter and Roger Mecouch. The 
two accompanists are Sandy Pope 
and Cheryl Lennich. Trumpeter 
and drummer for the group is Tom 
Fagley. 
CAMPUS CHEST 
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5) 
Rise and Fall of the Third Reich." 
All dedicated history and pol sci 
students goose-stepped over for this 
three hour political power show. 
Campus militants infiltrated the 
proceedings in order to get a few 
pointers for their planned take-over 
and occupation of the new adminis-
tration building excavation. 
Who is the ugliest man on Cam-
pus? Noone 'could decide Monday 
afternoon; the contestants were too 
covered with pie for recognition. 
When asked to comment on the 
contest, participants indicated they 
were too full of pie, etcetera, to 
answer at the time. 
Tuesday eVening the sisters of 
KDK cooked up a delightful, genu-
ine Irish spaghetti dinner. Garlic 
bread does wonders for keeping 
your date in line, right girls? 
Tuesday night featured a basket-
ball double header as UC varsity 
showed its moxie against Area 
Press and Radio All Stars, as the 
varsity club used its tenacious trac-
tion against the Montco Marching 
Wheels. 
Off·Broadway at Ursinus 
Off·Broadway came to campus 
Wednesday in the form of two one 
act plays presented by the actors 
workshop of Pro·Theater. The 
Dumbwaiter by Harold Pinter star· 
dug Bob Dalberth and Art Sev-
erance; the play was directed by 
Mitch Sayre. The Dutchman by 
Leroi Jones shocked and hopefully 
enlightened others. Judi Kapuchin-
ski and Byron Jackson starred with 
Byron working as director. 
Interested freaks and hippies are 
cordially invited to view two films 
on Thursday, "LSD, Insight or In-
sanity," and "Marijuana," will be 
shown with commentary by Dr. 
Howard Field, associate professor 
of Psychiatry at Jefferson Medical 
School. 
Changed Groove 
The traditional Carnival has 
changed its groove, guys. It will be 
held on Friday night instead of 
Saturday afternoon. A new attrac-
tion in the Carnival will be a sup-
ply store dance with a live band 
(hopefully) and free admission. It 
is hoped that the more central lo-
cation and prime evening time will 
boost attendance. 
The Student-Faculty show this 
year will be entitled "Do You Sleep 
in the Nude?" This fantastic, 
fleshy fiasco will take place on 
April 26th, admission one dollar. 
That will be the end of Campus 
Chest, and may be the end of the 
author, Mr. Melvyn Ehrlich. Black 
armbands, anyone? 
A. W. ZIMMERMAN 
JEWELER 
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 
Certified Gemologist 
American Gem Society 
Complete Lin. of 
Jew.lry. Diamond •• Urainul Char •• 
Expert Shoe Repair Service 
Lots of Mileage Left in Your Old 
Shoes-Have Them Repaired at 
LEN'S SHOE REPAIR SHOP 
Main Street Collegeville 
New Shoes & Jack Parcell Sneakers 
Dye All Fabric Shoes Any Color 
plus JERRY JEFF WALKER 
Academy of Music 
Sunday, April 20th 
One Show Only: 8:00 PM 
$3 $4 $5 
Advanced Tickets and Malt Orders at 
Academy 0' Music Box Office, Broad 
and Locust Sts., Phlta., Pa. 19102 
Mads. Ardmore. Pa. 
COLLEGE YARN and 
NOTION SHOP 
478 MAIN STREET 
KOPPER KETTLE 
454 Main Street 
Collegeville, Pa. 
SEAFOOD - Our Specialty 
489-2536 
LUTZ'S 
FIFTH & MAIN 
Bobbie and Charlie Lutz 
Catering to All Student Needs 
489-9275 
DIECKHAUS STATIONERS 
of King of Prussia Inc. 
KING OF PRUSSIA PLAZA 
265·6121 
ALL THE 
NEWEST 
COLLEGE RINGS 
ARE AT 
BARR'S 
URSINUS COLLEGE 
COLLEGE RING 
39.95 
Handsomely styled and 
hand finished 10K gold. 
Delaware Valley's 
Largest Jewelers 
OPEN YOUR OWN 
CHARGE ACCOUNT 
DEPENOABILIty 'INC~ tass 
JEWELE"S • SILVERSMITHS 
DIAMOND CUTTERS 
1112-14 Chestnut Street 
Germantown, Frankford, 
Mayfair. Chester, Olney, 
Willow Grove, Cottman Ave., 
Camden, Upper Darby, 
Cherry Hill. Vineland, 
Plymouth Meeting 
Yours truly, 
ALLAN LAKE RICE 
FRANK JONES 
The Complete 
Sporting Goods Store 
228 W. Main St., Norristown, Pa. 
Order your Ursinus Jacket thru 
DICK SYKES 
275·5373 Campus Repref'entative 
COLLEGEVILLE BAKERY 
FOR THOSE TASTY TREATS 
Birthday Cakes Delivered to 
Students Upon Request - $3.00 
\89-2871 L. E. Knoeller, Prop. 
Schrader's 
Atlantic Station 
460 Main St. Collegeville, Pa. 
Official Inspection Station 
THE 
ARA 
SNACK SHOP 
WELCOMES 
YOU 
MIKE'S 
Barber Shop 
476 Main Street 
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Cash Fires 
No Hitter 
In Debut 
Heisinger Leads Trackmen 
by CHRIS CRANE 
The girl's softball squad got their 
season off to a rousing start with a 
smashing 23-0 victory at Penn as 
freshman Robin Cash hurled a no 
hitter in her debut as new mound 
ace for Ursinus. Mary Ellen Smith 
was her catcher for the whole game 
under somewhat less than ideal 
conditions, weatherwise. The Bear-
ettes scored in every inning but the 
last with Casey Carson collecting 
To Win Over Mules 90-55 
By Rum HERMAN 
4 RBI's on 4 hits while another 
freshman Harriet Reynolds smashed 
a home run. Gwen Steigelmen and 
captain April Wenham also showed • 
good power at the bat while Jill 
Berle turned in some dazzling plays 
at third base. Coach, Eleanor Snell, 
emptied the bench as the game 
progressed, but even the scrubs 
played well. Hopefully the game 
is a good indication of things to 
come. 
Tennis Team Falls 
The women's tennis team opened 
its season against probably the 
toughest opponent they may face 
all year-Penn. The varsity suf-
fered a 4-1 defeat while the Junior 
Varsity had ,the same fate, 5-0. The 
bright spot of the afternoon was 
the third single victory of Chris 
Trice Freshmen. With the whole , 
rest of the season ahead of them, 
there is no question that they will 
improve and add another winning 
record to the annals of women's 
athletics at U. C. 
Lacrosse Girls Win 
In their first game of the season, 
the lacrosse team looked like the 
championship team that they are, 
decisively beating Penn, 20-0. The 
team was sparked by an outstand-
ing performance by Marty Berry. 
Determined and composed, the 
1969 Ursinus track team impressed 
upon all the fact that there will be 
no demise of the spirit which they 
hope will Ultimately lead them to 
that which elusively slipped from 
their grasp last year-a champion-
ship! Ursinus trackmen-perpet-
ual wonders of U. C. athletics have 
started once again tha t quest for 
immortality. 
The Mules of Muhlenberg found 
the going a bit rough, a bit tough, 
and as all teams, a bit umewarding 
to compete against the Bears on 
Patterson Field. Mighty Burner Jr. 
-Bryant Heisinger-turned in a 
stellar performance and scored one-
third as many) points as did the 
whole Muhlenberg team. Scoring 
18 points, Heisinger won the 100, 
220, and the high jump. He took 
second in the triple jump and then 
as if that weren't enough-ran 
anchor on Ursinus's now famous 
440 yd. relay team. Ed Legget 
Tennis Team 
Rips Baplisl 
Aile .. Loss 
by Fred Jacob 
Then this weekend, the team tra-
velled to a Lacrosse Playday at 
Sanford Prep in Hockessin, Dela-
ware. In two days of play, the 
girls won 9 of 10 games, their only 
loss by the slim margin of 8-5! Due 
to great defense and a fine job by 
goalie Sharon Thomas, those were 
about the only 5 points scored 
against them all weekend! 
Heisinger crosses the tape in the anchor leg of UC's victory in the 
440 relay. 
Last year, after Dr. Howard's 
U. C. tennis team compiled their 
first winning record in twelve seas-
ons-the final status showed a 7-6 
record-those close to the team pre-
dicted a banner year in 1969. So 
far everything has gone according 
to the script. Last week, the net-
men took their customary 9-0 shel-
lacking from mighty Swarthmore 
for the umpteenth time in that 
many years, then turned around 
and dumped hapless Eastern Bap-
Coach Marge Watson has the 
team primed and ready for its next 
test-West Chester on Thursday on 
their stomping grounds. Get a cal' 
and go support the next champion-
ship team at U. C. 
Sports Mail Bag 
GILLESPIE 
Deal' Sports Editor: 
I am writing this letter to make 
comment on an article on the bas-
ketball team which appeared in the 
SPECK'S DRIVE IN last issue. As a whole the portion 
- ' of the article recapping our last 
Pipin' Hot Sandwiches 
COLD DRINKS 
MILK SHAKES 
HOAGIES 
LIMERICK, P A. 
489·7185 
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 
489·2110 
THE TOWNE FLORIST 
CORSAGES and FLOWERS 
for All Ursinus Events 
331 MAIN STREET 
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 
Wire Service - 489·7236 
ADLER'S 
Where the smart coeds shop 
Petites, Juniors, Misses Fashions 
Dresses, Sportswear, Accessories 
KING OF PRUSSIA PLAZA 
Inn 
Gracious Country Dining Since 1798 
ROUTE 422 LIMERICK, PA. 
Phone 495·6222 
CLUB 1000 
Ballroom Available for Receptions, 
Dances, Meetings, Banquets, Shows, 
etc. - From 50 to 500 
40·44 HIGH ST., POTI'STOWN 
Phone 323·9750 
few games was accurate, but the 
last two paragraphs were, in my 
estimation, a bit out of line and 
quite unfounded. 
In the first place, almost anyone 
who watched us play any number 
of games would tell you that we 
didn't have a "horrid season." It 
was frustrating and disappointing, 
but when you lose two games at the 
buzzer by one point and one game 
in overtime (they could have gone 
our way, making our record 9-8 
and possibly putting us in the play-
off ), I don't think that it is such a 
"horrid season." For the most part 
we didn't play bad basketball over 
the season. 
Next, to say that the varsity 
players who will return next year 
cannot fill the shoes of those sen-
iors who will graduate is complete-
ly unfounded. For one thing some 
of the boys didn't get an oppor-
tunity to pl;;.y much and no one in 
the stands has the right to judge 
their talent on the basis of a few 
minutes a game. Those boys who 
did considerable playing showed up 
quite well. Ask some people who 
know basketball if Zimmerman. 
Schall, and Brown aren't good bas-
ketball players. I think they arc 
exceptional ballplayers. 
To say the junior varsity is "de-
void of talent" is an insult to any-
one who knows basketball. How 
can a team who is 11-6 (losing 4 
games by a total of 6 points which 
would have made them 15-2) be 
lacking talent? Believe me they 
aren't. Some of those boys will be 
DISAGREES 
tist by the same devastating 9-0 
spread. 
Looking ahead at the schedule one 
would have to pick the Volleyers 
as underdogs to F&M and Delaware, 
and favorites against St. Joseph's, 
a lot of help in the next three La Salle, Drexel, PMC, Delaware 
years. Valley, and Philadelphia Textile. 
A plea for more active recruiting The others are toss-ups. Thus, a 
was made in the article. If the ready 12-3 record would appeal' to 
reporter had taken any time to be possible, and 11-4 01' 10-5 emi-
check with anyone who knew what nently reasonable. Much will de-
was going on in relation to basket- pend on the weather, and which 
ball off of the gym floor, his call matches are rained out. 
would not have been necessary. Spring Training 
Coach Fry has been doing considel'- The Swarthmore netmen arrived 
able recruiting ovel' this past sea- on the Ursinus courts on Apl'il 9 
son. If the boys decide not to come still bronzed from the Florida sun, 
here, it won't be from lack of re- where they had spent their Easter 
cruitment but from lack of any- vacation training, for the coming 
thing that mildly resembles a decent season. None of the matches went 
athletic facility. to three sets, although Milt Jenkin-
Insulting the football team in an son extended his opponent to 10-8 
article on the basketball team was in their first set, the closest an Ur-
uncalled for. And it wa an in ult. sinus player has come to winning 
Anyone who watched tho e boys even a set from Swarthmore in 
bang heads every Saturday would anybody's memory. 
tell you that it was fa I' from a The following Saturday against 
debacle. Here again losses can be Ea tern Baptist the scl'ipt was dif-
attributed to lack of decent facili- fel'ent, Ed Moore, and Dick Meals 
ties which make it extl'emely diffi- breezed to easy victories, while 
cult to recruit players in aJl sports Dave Jacob and Paul Adams strug-
who are comparable to those our gled to eke out close two-set vic-
opponents can l'ecl'Uit. tories, and Rick Gibbons was ex-
I don't feel that the eoitorial tended to three sets before wrap-
comment of MI'. Williams was at all ping up his first win of the season. 
necessary 01' l'eaJly called for. They Only one doubles match went three 
were insults to both the basketball sets, and the Bears chalked up an 
and football teams. If you people easy 9-0 win, as expected. 
in the sports department must edi- Ranking 
torialize about athletics oon't de- At this writing, the player are 
grade the athletes who give their ranked as follows: 1) Milt Jenkin-
all game after game before very son, senior; 2) Bob Magel, senior; 
meager audiences. Criticize the lack 3) Dave Jacob, sophomore; 4) Rick 
of facilities, which there is no reas- Gibbons, senior; 5) Paul Adams, 
on for, criticize the students for not freshman; 6) Ed Moore, junior; 
supporting the teams the way they 7) Dick Meals, senior. The first 
should, but don't criticize those who six players compete in the singles 
give their time and energy for ath- matches. 
letics, and don't tl'y to judge talent The next home meet is against 
on the basis of a few games. formidable Delaware on Saturday, 
Sincerely, April 19 at 2 :30. The outcome 
David Gillespie should be indicative of just how 
Co·capt. Ursinus Basketball Team 600d the netmen l'eally are. 
also amassed another one man show 
taking first in the triple jump, pole 
vault, and a second in the long 
jump. 
Takes 2 Second 
Bart Bennett, till ailing from a 
pre-season injury, managed to take 
a second in both the intermediate 
and high hurdles with the type of 
"gutsy" peliormance which i. char-
acteristic of U. C. trackmen. But 
once again the Ursinu middle dis-
tance men put on a how of their 
own. Great Gastro--Bruce Albert 
-ran two meet records in the mile 
and 2 mile in winning them both. 
But then it goes without saying, 
the mile, two-mile, and half-mile 
were all Ursinus men as usual. Rudi 
Herman finished second in both the 
mile and two mile, while Dave 
Trishman finished third in the two 
mile and John Russell picked up a 
third in the mile. 
Then it was the half-mile with 
confident Al·t Elwood running a fine 
time while Bob Mosakowski and 
John Russell finished second and 
third respectively. Brian Sourwine 
lost only by inches in the quarter 
mile as he finished second while 
Dave Whipp, out of retirement fin-
ished third. "Otis" Miller won the 
discus while frosh Brad Olson took 
third in both the javelin and the 
pole vault. 
U. C. Wins 90-55 
When the final tally was com-
pleted, UC trackmen again reigned 
90-55. Thus, the beginning of what 
may turn out to be a "classic" year 
fol' Ursinus track has once again 
arrived with the moles of spring. 
"Numero Uno" is now a type of 
blatant battle cry to rally all track-
men to make amends for last year 
and to affirm their put'pose for this 
season-win a championship! It 
was once said that a "journey of a 
thousand miles begins with one 
step"-the first step has now been 
taken, the challenge i. real but 
greatness can prevail and hopefully 
make that journey successful. 
NOW OPEN 
Under New Management 
D's PIZZARAMA 
Special Italian Sauce 
Fresh Dough Daily 
347 Main St., Collegeville 
(Next to State Store) 
Open Six Days 5 - 12 
CLOSED MONDAY 
Maison - Martha 
A "Different" Shop 
UNIQUE SPORTSWEAR 
Lingerie and Jewelry 
King of Prussia Plaza 
(Enclosed Mall) 
BUDGETING? 
A special checking account 
will help control expenses. 
College"iIIe Office 
Provident National Rank 
Member F.D.I.C. 
Real Estate· Insurance 
Sales • Rental8 
ROBERT N. GOTTSHALL 
REALTOR 
448 MAIN STREET 
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 
Phone 489·9303 
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ALU;I SPORTSMEN R II Batsmen Maul Haverford 
ancoast eca 5 
The T~ Single-Wing After Muhlenberg Defeat 
By JIM WILLIAMS Ursinus scored heavily and early a single, the first of his three hits, 
to win their first game of the sea- to drive in Mangan. 
Remember the single-wing? H,erman "Red" Bassman, 
the hero of UC's 1934 victory over Penn? How about Ed son against Haverford 11-3 last Maurer slammed in Owren as the 
Klein? Perhaps most of us do not, but Dr. G. Seiber Pancoast Saturday in Collegeville. Tallying Ursinus shortstop came in from 
ten runs in the first three frames, second base. Owren had advanced does. A four-sport athlete who returned to Ursinus to coach to second on a passed ball. Pete 
the Bears collected 11 hits overall. foo tball and baseball, Pancoast has fond memories of a career Shuman scored l\taurer with a sac-
in UC sports that spanned 31 years. Pete Shuman picked up the vic- I rifice fly. 
Pancoast came to Ursinus in 1933 and played baseball, tory as he pitched nine innings and The six-run third began with a 
basketball, track, and freshman football that year. He ran allowed only one earned run. walk to Tacconelli. After Vince 
the 100 and the 440 in t rack meets scheduled on different days Spreading out eight hits, Shuman Scancella was safe at first on an 
than the baseball contests. Dr . Pancoast continued with bas- never gave up more than two hits error, George Taylor singled and 
11ft d h in an inning. The Fords managed scored Tacconelli. Steve Custer ketba or wo years, an comments t at it was much rougher to get two hits in only the third, fanned, but Mangan walked to load 
in those days. His true loves, however, were baseball and sixth and ninth frames. the bases for Owren. The Ursinus 
football. I shortstop promptly slammed a long 
At 5' 10", 152 pounds, Pancoast, small even by 1930's .Two infielders, Bob Owren a.nd fly to left center field for a double, 
standards, played varsity football for three years. Called Bill Maurer, were the top men With I driving Scancella and Taylor across 
the bat, each player smashing the plate. 
"Cy" at the time, he helped win the 1935 Drexel game with a three hits. Owren drove in three 
timely in tercept ion. In 1936 he anchored a line famo.us for I runs, while Maurer knocked in two . Not to be outdone, Maurer con-
t h d f Oth th t d J H nected for his second hit of the af-oug e ense. ers on a squa were esse elges, a I The Bears scored their first run f f D ternoon, a single, to score Mangan former member 0 the Board 0 irectors, and Ray Gurzyn- in the first inning with Vic Taccon- and Owren. Maurer then imitated 
ski, our presen t track and cross count ry coach. nelli accounting for the run nearly Taconnelli's first inning scoring ef-
While active in football Pancoast was lilso more than an all by himself. After getting to fort. Streaking into second with a 
average baseball player. H~ bat ted to a .417 average in 1935 fi rst base with a single, the Ursi~us stolen base, Maurer kept right on 
.. ' centerfielder stole second and t hird . t thO d h th H f d 
second best on the team, while playmg second base. bases, then came home on a passed gomg 0 Ir w en e aver or 
catcher threw the ball into center 
Coached UC Baseban ball. fi eld in an attempt to nip Maurer. 
fourth inning. After Scancella had 
singled, Taylor was safe on a field-
er's choice at first, although can-
cella was erased at second. Steal-
ing two bases, Taylor then became 
the third Bear runner of the clay to 
score on a passed ball. 
The victory brought the Bears' 
record to 1-2, while the Fords are 
0-3. 
On the day before the Haverford 
contest, the Bear lost a 10-9 heart-
breaker to Western ~laryland. Ur-
sinus, five runs down after six 
frames, came back in the late in-
nings, scoring three in the seventh 
and one in the eighth. 
The eight inning burst came as 
Maurer, Owren, and John ~lalan­
oski cracked back-to-back singles. 
Malanoski's hit brought Maurer 
home and put Bear runners at the 
corners with two out. The Bears 
lost their chance to tie the contest, 
however, when Bob ;\1cDonald hit 
into a fielder's choice, forcing Ma-
lanoski at second. 
In the three run seventh, Mike 
Mangan cracked a two run homer 
to drive in two of the rsinus 
markers. 
In Ursinus' season opener 
A 1937 graduate, Dr. Pancoast returned to the campus 
that same fall as a part-time Political Science instructor while 
doing graduate work at Penn. He also took on the job of 
freshmen football coach, a position he held unt il the program 
was disbanded in 1940. Ursinus' Athletic Director f or a time, 
he then served in the Navy for several years dU!;,ing the war 
and returned as head baseball coach. Dr. Pancoast coached 
With t he aid of three passed 
balls, Ursinus pushed its lead to 
4-0 in the next frame. Mike Man-
gan, starting the rally with a sin-
gle, got to third on a s tolen base 
and a passed ball . Owren then got 
Although Pete Shuman struck 
out, Maurer still managed to cross 
t he plate as he came home on an-
other passed ball. 
against Muhlenberg, the Bears fell 
The Bears' last run came in the 7-5. 
DC baseball for 18 years, from 1946 to 1964. He was forced 
to relinquish the post when elected to the State House of Rep-
resentatives from the 147th District. 
Recalling football and baseball memories with this re-
porter, Dr. Pancoast spoke of the famous 1934 Penn football 
contest in which little Ursinus upset the Red and Blue led 
by Lew Elverson. He unfortunately sat out the game on the 
bench. He did, however, play in the Villanova match before 
it and the rest of the games of the season. 
When questioned on the best athletes he coached or 
played with while at Ursin us, Pancoast mentioned two each 
from baseball and football. Among the baseball greats he 
listed Ed Klein, a brilliant outfielder in the late 1940's, and 
Bob Famous, a local product from Harleysville. Pancoast 
thinks Herman "Red" Bassman, hero of the Penn victory, 
and Wally Trober, a mid-1930's gridder, are his top football 
picks. 
Dr. Pancoast had many revelations for us, including the 
fact that Ursinus pioneered in the use of the T-formation. 
Long before Frank Leahy made it popular with his Notre 
Dame system, the Bears used the T, of course along with the 
standard of the day, the single wing. We salute Dr. G. Seiber 
Pancoast, athlete and coach. 
You keep Hunking 
your best subject 1 
Think it over; over coffee. 
The Think Drink. . 
For,o,,'''" Thinll O"nk MUI. lind 7St ,"dray' nlm,.nd .dd,,,, '0: 
Think Orinl!. MUI. OIDt . N. P.O. BOI S59. N,.Yorla, N. Y. 10046. Th.lntftnll lOnll Co"" O,.an-Iatlo. 
John Malinoski hurls the ball during game with Western Maryland on April 11. 
TRIO - EXPRESS 
DELIVERY SERVICE of 
FINE SANDWICHES 
Call Rudi or Pete 
bet. 10-12 P.M. - 489-9930 
Pleasing as well as Satisfying 
For ALL Your Printinlr Needs 
Call 323-7775 (not a toll call) 
SMALE'S PRINTERY 
785 N. CharJt: tte Street 
Pottstown, Pa. 
Owned & Operated by an Ursinus 
Alumnus-Harold L. Smale, '53 
MONIQUE 
BEAUTY RALON 
Collegeville Shopping Center 
Anthony Greco - Stylist 
Phone 489-4189 
IS TalS YOU 
I am opposed to the Viet Nam War (and any such war that is not based upon 
defense of our country). Please send me application to the Ministry of your church 
as well as information as to its beliefs and membership throughout the world. ' 
It is my understanding that if I am accepted to the ministry of vour church I 
can not conscientiously participate in any military involvement not directly concern~d 
with the defense of our country or its possessions. I further understand that training 
will ~ot interfe~e with my normal work or academic schedule, and I can choose my own 
location of serVIce to God and humanity. 
Enclosed is $1.00 to cover clerical expenses and cost of mailing. 
NAME ............................................................................................................ AGE ........... .. ..... .. 
ADDRESS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• '1, •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CITY .................................................................. STATE ................................ ZIP ................... . 
Mail entire ad to: Church of the Humanitarian God; P. O. Box 13236; St. Petersburg, 
Florida 33733. 
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1969 Campus Chest Activities 
Drive Week Highlight Charity 
Photo by Tighe 
Wednesday: Dr. Lewis gives a Sig Rho pledge a ride in his lawn trac-
tor. The pledge seems to be enjoying the trip; unfortunately, Dr. 
Lewis' facial expression was unavailable for comment. What was orig-
inally scheduled as a vehicle "race" turned out to be a tractor-man-
euvering exhibition by Dr. Lewis. 
Photo by Gray 
Saturday: The Campus Chest College Bowl features (from left to 
right): Diane Leiby, Willis Frick. Allen Miller, Dr. Byerly, Dr. Howard, 
and Dr. Cope. The faculty members defeated the students, 180-175. 
Photo by Vanasse 
Saturday: The winner of the Campus Chest ROAD RALLY, Torn Nich-
ols. His partner in the race was Carl Bronitaky. 
UC's 1969 Campus Chest barely 
got on the road on Wednesday, 
April 9, with the "Vehicle Race." 
The faculty, with the exception of 
Dr. Lewis behind the wheel of his 
automatic drive Wheelinghouse 
1277 tractor pulling a cart of pledg-
es, failed to turn out for the e·vent. 
Nevertheless, coaxed by the music 
of three trumpets, a clarinet, a 
trombone, and a drum from Pfahler, 
a negligible amount in small coins 
was collected for those starving in 
Biafra and the mentally retarded 
at the Melmark Home. 
"The Oz" Concert on Thur~day 
evening turned out to be "Satan's 
Children" Concert; The Agency was 
not informed of the break-up of the 
scheduled group to make prior an-
nouncements. The "Children" 
flashed, strobed, and sung for the 
approximately seventy people pres-
ent. 
Friday, April 11, was "Fast Day." 
During the week before spring va-
cation, representatives canvassed 
the dorms for signatures of those 
who wished to forego the Wismer 
lunch and to have the cost of the 
lunch added to Campus Chest. With 
fifty-five cents donated for each 
signature obtained, Campus Chest 
realized $350 with 740 participating. 
Meanwhile, at the quad and in front 
of Wismer, Sig Nu hoagie sale 
raged to have the proceeds' of about 
Photo by Weaver 
The 1969 Campus Chest Committee, headed by co-chairmen Don Bartell 
and Barb Laughlin. 
Campus Chest 
Schedule 
$100 go to Campus Chest. Thursday, April 17 Pre-Med MOVl'eS Friday night's spectacular and ........................... . 
revolutionary light show for the 
benefit of Campus Chest never real- Friday, April 18 ................................ Campus Chest Carnival 
ly took place. What occurred in-
Saturday, April 19 ............................ Bridge Tournament 
Student-Faculty Show 
stead in Thompson-Gay gymna-
sium at 7:00 P.M. can be classified 
as a "happening." The Reading 
group supposed to put on the light 
show never appeared. The audi-
ence was instead entertained by , 
ZX, Sig Rho, and APE pledges 
dressed in various outfits with the 
ZX pledges covered with phosphor-
escent body paint. While Popeye 
films and western movies flickered 
on the wall, mass pandemonium 
broke out. Lights flashed and a 
rock group performed. People wan-
dered around "doing their thing." 
Gradually the gymnasium emptied 
and Campus Chest was richer by 
fifty cent& per person of those who 
attended. 
Saturday night at 6:00 in Wismer 
students for the small fee of 25c 
per person had the opportunity to 
support Campus Chest by attending 
a College Bowl of Ursinus students 
versus faculty members. Willis 
Frick, Allen Miller, and Diane Leiby 
represented the students while Dr. 
Byerly, Dr. Cope, and Dr. Howard 
represented the faculty. Don Bar-
tell did an able job of moderating 
and Carol Hass was the score keep-
er. The contest was close but the 
faculty ~merged victorious by a 
score of 180-175. Willis Frick and 
Dr. Byerly were particularly quick 
as the fields of philosophy, Eng-
lish, biology, history, and organic 
chemistry were delved into. 
Photo by Tighe 
Wednesday: The first day of Cam-
pus Chest Week arrives. Unfortun-
ately, Dr. Lewis was the only fac-
ulty member who appeared at the 
traditional VEHICLE RACE. 
, 
, I 
Photo by Weaver 
Friday: Two coeds relax in the bedroom of a famous Weekly photog-
rapher under the pretense of "cleaning his room." Oh well, it's all for 
charity! 
Photo by V (mane 
Saturday: The starting line of the ROAD RALLY. Enthusiastic sup-
porters in the background are cheering on their favorite driver. 
